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July 11, 1977
the Honorable Senate and House of Representatives:

In accordance with the provisions of Article LVI of the Amend-
ments to the Constitution, I am returning, herewith, Senate Bill
No. 1495, entitled, “An Act Allowing the Use of Citizen Band
Radios and Mobile Phones in Motor Vehicles.”

S. 1495 is intended to allow the operator of a motor vehicle to use
a citizens’ band radio or mobile telephone while he is driving, as
long as he keeps one hand on the steering wheel. While I have no
objection to S. 1495, and hope to sign a revised version into law,
the current language of the bill does not clearly accomplish its
intent. Rather, that language may be read as exempting the use
of CB radios or mobile telephones from the requirement that one
hand be kept on the steering wheel. I therefore recommend that
S. 1495 be amended by striking out all after the enacting clause
and inserting in place thereof the following:

Section 13 of chapter 90 of the General Laws is hereby amended
by striking out the first sentence, as appearing in the Tercentenary
Edition, and inserting in place thereof the following sentence:
No person, when operating a motor vehicle, shall permit to be on
or in the vehicle or on or about his person anything which may
interfere with or impede the proper operation of the vehicle or
any equipment by which the vehicle is operated or controlled,

-except that a person may operate a motor vehicle while using a
citizens band radio or mobile telephone as long as one hand re-
mains on the steering wheel at all times.

Respectfully submitted,

MICHAEL S. DUKAKIS
Governor
Commonwealth of Massachusetts

EXECUTIVE DEPARTMENT
STATE HOUSE BOSTON 02133
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